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dr. keiser is a research professor and leads the telecommunications
and photonics research laboratory at boston university. his research
has contributed to the design and development of innovative fiber-
optics-based components, systems, and architectures, including
optical amplifiers, optical add-drop multiplexers, optical time-division
multiplexers, all-optical packet processing, and wavelength-division
multiplexers. he has been a consultant in the telecom and photonics
industries for more than 30 years and his papers have received two
optical society of america (osa) technical paper awards. his technical
achievements at gte earned him the prestigious leslie warner award,
and in the 1980s and 1990s, he was one of the most active inventors
and technical managers in optical fiber communications. his most
recent accomplishments include receiving osa technical papers awards
in 2009 and 2012, as well as an l.f. dubridge award for technical
innovation in 1992 and the ieee photonics west pioneer award in 2014.
he was a visiting professor of electrical engineering at northeastern
university and a visiting researcher at agency for science, technology
and research (a*star) in singapore. currently, he is senior technical
advisor of the optical communication council and serves as chair in the
optical fiber communications advisory committee. he is an adjunct
professor in electrical engineering at tufts university, boston
university, national taiwan university, and california institute of
technology. he was a professor of electrical engineering at the national
taiwan university of science and technology, a professorship at the
university of melbourne, and an adjunct professor of electrical
engineering at boston university and tufts university. he served as
chair professor in the electronics engineering department of the
national taiwan university of science and technology. he has more than
130 publications, 140 conference and workshop papers, and 30
patents.
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